From: Gary S Gevisser
Sent: Friday, November 23, 2007 3:28 PM
To: Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.
Subject: RICH-gag-short, clear-Timely Response

Keren,

**Question 1.** Do you refute the Israeli Military Intelligence report:

_Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida who serves the best interests of certain US banking interests with direct ties to the House of Saud, will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy; much like this very smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report is designed to do, and at the same time explaining why precisely Al Quaida has not attacked the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia, so biting the hand that feeds Al Quaida._

“Yes” or “No”.

**Question 2.** Do you refute the Israeli Military Intelligence report:

_Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy; much like this very smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report is designed to do._

“Yes” or “No”.

**Question 3.** Do you refute the Israeli Military Intelligence report:

_Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy_

“Yes” or “No”.

**Question 4.** Does your department, the Defense and Military Attache, responsible for US-Israel Military and Department of Defense relations, support my position that President Bush should immediately suspend the trading of shares in public corporations thereby protecting the innocent and naive?

“Yes” or “No”.

**Question 5.** Do you know of any other traitor to the State of Israel who has received a Presidential Pardon as did Marc Rich in the final hours of President Clinton’s presidency that was so strongly supported by the Prime Minister at the time, Ehud Barak who was also the head of the Mossad or so he thought?

“Yes” or “No”.
Get Ami Ayalon, Israel’s “Minister Without Portfolio”, to comment on US Marine Captain Brian Steidle’s so very arrogant hypocrisy?

**Question 6.** What was your point about referring me “back to your security office” when it was your security office who referred me to you in the first place?

Bear in mind the following, SHORT and CLEAR point.

You cannot claim that you do not understand what I am asking.

Gary

[Word count 402]

---

**From:** Defense Attache [mailto:Att-sec@ISRAELEMB.ORG]

**Sent:** Monday, November 19, 2007 1:53 PM

**To:** Gary S Gevisser

**Subject:** RE: DILLY DALLY- RE: draft to Dershowitz

Mr. Gevisser,

Please send me a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you need from us. If it wasn't clear until now, our department, the Defense and Military Attache is responsible for US-Israel Military and Department of Defense relations. If you will be clear I might be able to help you. Until now, after several e-mails and phone calls I still don't understand what it is that you need. If you will not be clear and short I will have no choice but referring your name to our security office.

All the best,

Keren